We’re Going To Visit Planting Fields!

Tomorrow I am going to visit Planting Fields and Coe Hall with __________. It’s one of our name favorite places to explore! There are so many __________ things to see. The _______ House adjective noun looks like a fairy cottage. I like to pretend that I live there and am getting ready for a fancy noun.

I also love the Main Greenhouse! There are so many beautiful ________ and _________ to see. plural noun plural noun

The Orchid room is full of color and __________ shapes. Some of the cacti have very ________ adjective adjective needles __________. exclamation

The _______ garden smells __________ when they are in bloom! I love _________ under the arbor flower adjective verb made of __________. It feels like I am in a fairytale. There are _________ throughout the grounds. noun plural noun

Sometimes I forget they are there and when I ________ them it’s a fun surprise! verb

Did you know there’s even a real ________ Knight’s amour in Coe Hall? His name is Manuel! country

You should visit Planting Fields any time you get the opportunity. You will see many amazing plural noun and have a __________ time! adjective